
DE RHAM’S THEOREM, TWICE

NICK CHAIYACHAKORN

Abstract. We give two proofs of de Rham’s theorem, showing that de Rham
cohomology and singular homology are isomorphic on smooth manifolds. The
first involves the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for homology and a proof tech-
nique called the Mayer-Vietoris argument on manifolds; the second involves
sheaf cohomology. We introduce homological algebra and sheaf theory as re-
quired.
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Introduction

A key class of topological invariant is the homology of a space, given by homology
theories that are said to satisfy the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for homology. There
then exist a panoply of results showing that, on certain classes of spaces, certain
homology theories are equivalent on certain nice classes of spaces. de Rham’s
theorem, whose proof is the purpose of this paper, was the first example of such a
result: it states that, on smooth manifolds, de Rham cohomology is isomorphic to
singular cohomology with real coefficients. The former is derived from the theory
of differential forms, and the latter has its origins in Poincaré’s foundational work
in topology.

de Rham’s original 1931 proof showed directly that an isomorphism is given
by integrating differential forms over the singular chains of singular cohomology.1
The structuring language of homology theory and its supporting homological alge-
bra, foundational to algebraic topology, would only be developed in the following

1For an outline in English of de Rham’s original thesis, see Beno Eckmann, “Georges de Rham
1903-1990.”, trans. Neil Ching (arxiv.org/pdf/1611.03806.pdf, 2008), 4.
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decades. Our paper’s second purpose is to introduce this language, restate de
Rham’s work in it (while deemphasising the smooth manifold theory involved), and
demonstrate how it leads to an elegant proof of de Rham’s theorem due to [Bredon].
Via a proof technique called the Mayer-Vietoris argument, akin to induction on the
cardinality of a cover, the proof reduces to invoking results for ordinary cohomol-
ogy theories in general. Accordingly, we assume knowledge of the theory of smooth
manifolds and differential forms, point-set topology, and a passing familiarity with
categories and functors.

In an epilogue, we sketch out a nonconstructive proof of de Rham’s theorem
in the more modern and abstract language of sheaf theory. We give an infor-
mal glimpse, rather than a systematic introduction. Specifically, we show that de
Rham and singular cohomology are both isomorphic to a more broadly applicable
construction called sheaf cohomology. Remarkably, while the proof will reuse alge-
braic constructions given earlier, with underpinnings in smooth manifold theory, it
will not rely on the integration theory of differential forms.

1. de Rham cohomology

Assume throughout that all of our manifolds are smooth. We fix M as such a
manifold of dimension m and work with ⌦k(M), the vector space of smooth differ-
ential k-forms on M , along with d

k

: ⌦k(M) ! ⌦k+1(M), the exterior derivative
on k-forms.

de Rham theory proper begins by studying Zk(M)
def
= ker d

k

, the space of closed
k-forms satisfying d! = 0, and Bk(M), the space of exact k-forms Bk(M)

def
=

im d
k�1 satisfying ! = d⌧ for some (k � 1)-form ⌧ . Since the exterior derivative

obeys d
k+1 � dk = 0, every exact form is closed. Crucially, though, not every

closed form is exact. We measure this failure of exactness with the quotient of
vector spaces Hk

dR(M)
def
= Zk(M)/Bk(M), the de Rham cohomology of degree k

of a manifold M . This construction gives a contravariant functor: every smooth
map of manifolds F : M ! N induces a pullback F ⇤ : ⌦k(N)! ⌦k(M) on forms,
which in turn descends to a map on cohomology F ⇤ : Hk(N) ! Hk(M) given by
[!] 7! [F ⇤!].

This is a topological phenomenon. A result called the Poincaré lemma will show
that every closed form is exact on a contractible domain, the “simplest” topological
structure in the eyes of de Rham cohomology. A closed form can thus be made exact
by restricting it to a contractible domain. Globally, we will show that de Rham
cohomology is a homotopy invariant; sensitive to the topology of the manifold,
rather than the smooth structure given by atlases.

Our first facts show that de Rham cohomology is nontrivial only on a small range
of degrees.

• H0
dR(M) = Rr, where r is the number of connected components in M .

Specifically, since H0
dR(M) = Z0(M), every 0-form f satisfies @f

@x

i

= 0, and
so is constant on connected components. Hence every such f is identified
with the r-tuple giving its values on the r connected components of M .

• Hk

dR(M) = 0 for k > m, since the same is true for ⌦k(M) as well.

The next two results give an easy computation of de Rham cohomology, and show
that it is enough to study the cohomology of connected manifolds.
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(1) (The dimension axiom.) By the two previous results, the cohomology of the
point {⇤} is R at degree 0, and trivial at higher degrees.

(2) (The additivity axiom.) Let M be a manifold with connected components
{M

↵

}. For each k,
d

Hk

dR(M↵

) ⇠= Hk

dR(M). Given the functorial nature
of ⌦k(�), it is enough to note that given the inclusions i

↵

: M
↵

,! M ,
the resulting product of pullbacks

d
i⇤
↵

:
d
⌦k(M

↵

)! ⌦⇤(M) is already an
isomorphism on spaces of forms.

The names of these two facts hint at their greater significance: they form part of
the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for what are called (ordinary) cohomology theories.
Smooth singular cohomology will also satisfy these axioms, and our proof of de
Rham’s theorem will reduce to invoking these axioms in both cohomology theories.

2. Homotopy invariance of de Rham cohomology

Our next two results, homotopy invariance and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for
de Rham cohomology, requres us to introduce elements in the language of homo-
logical algebra. This will capture the important algebraic properties of de Rham
cohomology that transfer to singular homology as well.

Begin by considering the sequence of spaces of k-forms of increasing degree, along
with the exterior derivative between them:

⌦0(M)
d0�! ⌦1(M)

d1�! ⌦2(M) �! . . .

Together, these form the de Rham complex ⌦⇤(M). This is an example of a
cochain complex C given by a sequence of modules (or abelian groups) C

i

, and
maps d

i

: C
i

! C
i+1 between modules (or abelian groups) satisfying d

i+1 � di = 0.
Cochain complexes form a category when considered with cochain maps f : C ! D,
given by indexed maps f

i

: C
i

! D
i

that obey the commutativity property f
i+1di =

d
i

f
i

. Identically to de Rham cohomology, one then defines for cochain complexes in
general the space of k-cocycles Zk(C) def

= ker d
k

, k-coboundaries Bk(C) def
= im d

k�1,
and the kth cohomology of a cochain complex Hk(C) def

= Zk(C)/Bk(C). The further
study of cochain complexes then forms the first steps of homological algebra. In
this new language, taking the cohomology of a complex is a covariant functor; with
cochain maps inducing to maps on cohomology in the same way that pullbacks
induce maps on cohomology classes.

As an immediate consequence, the diffeomorphism invariance of de Rham coho-
mology follows by functoriality. The homotopy invariance of de Rham cohomology,
though, follows from a more general axiom for cohomology:

Proposition 2.1 (The homotopy axiom). Homotopic smooth maps on manifolds
F,G : M ! N induce the same map in cohomology F ⇤ = G⇤ : Hk(N)! Hk(M).

Sketch. We introduce more homological machinery. The standard technique to
show that two cochain maps F,G : C ! D induce equal maps on cohomology
is to give a cochain homotopy, a collection of homomorphisms h

k

: C
k

! D
k�1

that satisfy dh + hd = G � F . Hence, on every cocycle c 2 Zk(C), one computes
dhc = G⇤c� F ⇤c, to conclude that G⇤c and F ⇤c are in the same cohomology class
for all such cocycles c.

Returning to de Rham cohomology, let H : M⇥I ! N be the homotopy between
the maps F ' G : M ! N . We can assume H is a smooth map; otherwise,
a significant result in smooth manifold theory called the Whitney approximation
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theorem gives a smooth homotopy that agrees with H on M ⇥ {0} [ {1}. Further
let i

t

: M ! M ⇥ R be the map i
t

(x) = (x, t). Since H is smooth, the following
then gives equivalent conditions to show, of which we will show the last:

F ⇤ = G⇤ () (H � i0)⇤ = (H � i1)⇤ () i⇤0 = i⇤1.

It is then enough to give a cochain homotopy ⌦⇤(M ⇥ R) ! ⌦⇤(M). We leave
the technical details, involving a classification of differential forms on M ⇥ R, to
[Tu, §29]. ⇤

As a promised corollary, we have the Poincaré lemma, stating that a contractible
manifold is as topologically trivial as a single point in the eyes of de Rham coho-
mology:

Corollary (Poincaré’s lemma). Let ! be a closed k-form on a contractible manifold
M . Since M is homotopy equivalent to a point, it has the same cohomology, and
so ! is exact.

3. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence in de Rham cohomology

Our final result for de Rham cohomology, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, is an
alternate form of the excision axiom for cohomology. In this form, we obtain
a tool for computing the cohomology of a manifold covered by sets with known
cohomology.

Specifically, let M be a manifold covered by the open sets U , V . The following
inclusions on spaces then induce cochain maps on de Rham complexes given by
pullbacks:

U ⌦⇤(U)

U \ V M  ⌦⇤(U \ V ) ⌦⇤(M)

V ⌦⇤(V )

i

U

j

⇤
U

j

U

j

V

i

⇤
V

i

⇤
U

i

V

j

⇤
V

With these maps, we assemble the following sequence of de Rham complexes:

0 �! ⌦⇤(M)
i

⇤=(i⇤
U

,i

⇤
V

)�������! ⌦⇤(U)� ⌦⇤(V )
j

⇤=j

⇤
V

�j

⇤
U�������! ⌦⇤(U \ V ) �! 0.

The reader will suspect that this is a short exact sequence of some form. And it is:
as a consequence of a generalisation of kernels and exact sequences in what are called
abelian categories, the above sequence is a short exact sequence of cochain com-
plexes. We ask that at every degree k, the corresponding sequence 0 �! ⌦k(M) �!
⌦k(U)� ⌦k(V ) �! ⌦k(U \ V ) �! 0 is also exact.

Exactness at the second and third terms ⌦k(M) and ⌦k(U)�⌦k(V ) is straight-
forward; while showing exactness at ⌦k(U \ V ) is more involved. Specifically, any
form ! 2 ⌦k(U \ V ) can be smoothly extended by zero to forms !|

U

, !|
V

on U
and V . These are then further given coefficients from a partition of unity in order
for j⇤(!|

U

,!|
V

) = !|
V

� !|
U

= ! to hold.
This short exact sequence on de Rham complexes then induces the following

long exact sequence in cohomology, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, via a purely
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homological-algebraic result called the zig-zag lemma:
. . .

H1(M) H1(U)�H1(V ) H0(U \ V )

0 H0(M) H0(U)�H0(V ) H0(U \ V )

i

⇤
d

⇤

i

⇤
j

⇤
d

⇤

The map d⇤ : Hk(U \V )! Hk(M) is called the connecting homomorphism, and
is constructed for short exact sequences of cochain complexes 0! A i�! B j�! C ! 0
in general via a diagram chase. As indicated in the diagram below with exact
rows (after [Tu, §25.3]), the idea is to begin with a cocycle c 2 Hk(C) and use
the surjectivity and injectivity of j and i respectively to obtain another cocycle
a 2 Hk+1(A):

0 0

a db 0

b c

i

j

d

4. Singular homology

Next, we move on to singular homology, a homotopy invariant for topological
spaces in general. As an ordinary homology theory, it satisfies Eilenberg-Steenrod
axioms dual to those discussed for de Rham cohomology. Our proof for de Rham’s
theorem will rely on these properties.

Some initial setup is required. Let e0, . . . , ek be the standard basis vectors
for Rk+1. The standard k-simplex in Rk+1, �

k

, is the convex hull of the points
e0, . . . , ek. In coordinates, it is the set �

k

= {Pk

i=0 ciei :
P

i

c
i

= 1; 0  c
i

 1}.
Observe that the k-simplex lives in Rk+1: �0 is the single point e0 in R1, �1 is the
line segment from e0 to e1 in R2, and �2 is the triangle in R3 with the vertices e0,
e1, e2.

Now let X be a topological space. A singular k-simplex in X is a continuous map
� : �

k

! X. Singular homology proper then begins by considering the group of
singular k-chains C

k

(X), the free abelian group generated by singular k-simplexes
in X. Between chain groups of decreasing degree, we define the boundary map
@
k

: C
k

(X) ! C
k�1(X); intuitively, it takes a simplex to a chain of simplexes

corresponding to boundary faces. More precisely, the boundary map is determined
by its action on k-simplexes �:

@
k

�
def
=

kX

i=0

(�1)i�|[e0,...,êi,...,ek+1]

Here, �|[e0,...,êi,...,en] : �k�1 ! im� is � restricted to the (nonstandard) (k� 1)-
simplex with all vertices e0, . . . , en save for e

i

, and then identified with �
k�1. We

call the operator F k

i

def
= � 7! �|[e0,...,êi,...,en] the ith face map.
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The boundary map introduces alternating signs, giving @(@�) = 0 for all k-
chains. As a consequence, the sequence C0(X)

@ � C(X)  � . . . is a chain complex
of abelian groups defined dually to cochain complexes, with @ as its differential.
The specific sequence for singular homology is referred to as C⇤(X), the singular
complex for X. Proceeding similarly, one constructs the singular homology of degree
k for X, H

k

(X)
def
= ker @

k

/ im @
k�1, by quotienting k-cycles with k-boundaries.

To summarise, taking a singular complex of a topological space is a covariant
functor from spaces to chain complexes of abelian groups. Specifically, a continuous
map F : X ! Y induces a chain map F⇤ : C⇤(X) ! C⇤(Y ) defined by

P
k
i

�
i

7!P
k
i

(F � �
i

), which commutes with the differential by analogy to cochain maps.
Similarly, taking the homology of a chain complex is a covariant functor from

chain complexes into abelian groups.

5. Smooth singular homology

We move to smooth singular homology on manifolds. Here, we study smooth
k-simplexes � : �

k

! M , smooth maps on manifolds. (More precisely, � should
extend from �

k

to a map in the ambient space Rk+1 that is smooth about every
point in�

k

.) Emulating singular homology, we define Csm
k

(M), the group of smooth
k-chains; Csm

⇤ (M), the smooth singular complex on M ; and Hsm
k

(M), the smooth
singular homology of degree k.

Why restrict ourselves to smooth maps? We can pull back a differential form
through a smooth simplex, which we do in order to integrate over k-chains. That
is, we define the integral of a k-form ! 2 ⌦k(M) over a smooth k-chain

P
k
i

�
i

2
Csm

k

(M) to be Z

P
i

k

i

�

i

! =
X

i

k
i

Z

�

i

!
def
=

X

i

k
i

Z

�
k

�⇤
i

!.

The right-hand integral is well-defined since �
k

is compact. Stokes’ theorem on
manifolds further extends to chains. In light of the homology theory we have dis-
cussed, this result relates the differential @ to singular homology to the differential
d of de Rham cohomology:

Theorem 5.1 (Stokes’ theorem on chains). Let M be a smooth manifold, c be a
smooth k-chain in M , and ! be a smooth (k � 1) form on M . Then

Z

@c

! =

Z

c

d!.

Sketch. This computation follows by linearity, Stokes’ theorem and a change of
variables (see [Lee, Theorem 16.21].) ⇤

Remarkably, though, smooth singular homology is equivalent to singular ho-
mology on manifolds. A brief look at smooth singular homology is enough: after
showing this equivalence, we return to singular homology to give results we need.

Theorem 5.2. If M is a smooth manifold, then the inclusion i : Csm
k

(M)! C
k

(M)
induces an isomorphism Hsm

k

(M) ⇠= H
k

(M) in homology.

Sketch. After [Lee, §18], we proceed in two steps. First, the Whitney approxi-
mation theorem allows us to take any simplex � to a homotopic smooth simplex
�̃. The same theorem also guarantees that any smooth simplex is taken to itself.
Further extending this map � 7! �̃ to a chain map C⇤(M) ! Csm

⇤ (M) induces a
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corresponding map on homology. We can then show that this map is the inverse of
the map on homology induced by the inclusion Csm

⇤ (M) ,! C⇤(M). ⇤

6. Axioms for cohomology, and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in
singular cohomology

Singular homology, as an ordinary homology theory, satisfies axioms dual to
the dimension, additivity, and homotopy axioms previously given. A dual Mayer-
Vietoris sequence also exists for homology. For conciseness we will not give these
here, and direct the reader to to [Bredon, §15, §16, §18]. Instead, we focus on
how singular cohomology is obtained by dualising singular homology, and how the
required results on homology transfer to cohomology by purely algebraic means.

To begin with, consider the dual vector space Ck(X;R) def
= Hom(C

k

(X);R) of
singular n-cochains with real coefficients. (One can consider coefficients in arbi-
trary abelian groups to obtain abelian groups in cohomology, but we will need real
coefficients and vector spaces for de Rham’s theorem.) What we have done is apply
the dualising functor Hom(�,R) to take chain groups to cochain spaces, and maps
F : A ! B on abelian groups to dual linear maps F ⇤ : Hom(B;R) ! Hom(A;R),
F ⇤� = � � F . In particular, the differential on singular cochains, � : Hk(X;R) !
Hk+1(X;R), is the dual of the differential @ on chains. Finally, since spaces of
singular cochains and the differential � form a singular cochain complex, we take
its cohomology Hk(X;R) def

= ker �
k

/ im �
k�1, and call it the singular cohomology of

degree k.
By construction, two results that we will need for de Rham’s theorem - the

dimension axiom and the additivity axiom – immediately follow from the corre-
sponding facts for cohomology. In particular, recall that H0({⇤}) = Z is the abelian
group generated by the homology class of the unique 0-simplex �0 in {⇤}; and so
H0({⇤}) = R is given by the homology classes of the maps �0 7! k for every k 2 R.

The homotopy axiom and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in singular cohomology
follow by dualising constructions in homology. For the homotopy axiom, it again
suffices to show that the sections i0, i1 : Ck(X;R) ! Ck(X ⇥ I;R) induce equal
maps in cohomology. The corresponding proof for singular homology gives the chain
homotopy h satisfying h@ � @h = (i1)⇤ � (i0)⇤. Passing through Hom(�;R), we
obtain the cochain homotopy h⇤ in cohomology satisfying h⇤���h⇤ = (i1)

⇤
⇤�(i0)⇤⇤ =

i⇤1 � i⇤0.
By similarly dualising, we also obtain a Mayer-Vietoris sequence in singular

homology. Begin with the short exact sequence of singular chain complexes, that
induce the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in homology:

0 �! C⇤(U \ V )
j⇤=(jU⇤ ,j

V

⇤ )�������! C⇤(U)� C⇤(V )
i⇤=i

V

⇤ �i

U

⇤������! C⇤(X) �! 0.

Dualising through Hom(�,R), we obtain a sequence of singular cochain com-
plexes:

0 �! C⇤(X;R) i

⇤
�! Hom(C⇤(U)� C⇤(V );R) = C⇤(U ;R)�C⇤(V ;R) j

⇤

�! C⇤(U\V ;R) �! 0

Since the terms in the corresponding sequence in homology are complexes of
free abelian groups, this dualisation of a short exact sequence is also exact. Hence
it induces, via the zig-zag lemma, the long Mayer-Vietoris sequence for singular
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cohomology:

0 �! H0(X;R) i

⇤
�! H0(U ;R)�H0(V ;R) j

⇤

�! H0(U \ V ;R) �

⇤
�! H1(X;R) �! . . .

It finally remains to discuss smooth singular homology. We analogously define
smooth singular homology by dualising the smooth singular complex and taking its
cohomology. Hence, since singular and smooth singular homology are isomorphic,
so are their associated cohomology theories.

7. de Rham’s theorem

Having defined integration on chains, consider the following map between smooth
k-forms and smooth k-cochains with real coefficients:

 : ⌦k(M) �! Ck

sm(M ;R)

! 7�! (c 7!
Z

c

!)

In fact,  has many remarkable properties. It is a cochain map ⌦⇤(M) !
C⇤

sm(M ;R), with the required commutativity property following from linearity and
Stokes’ theorem on chains. Further, after passing into cohomology, the induced map
 ⇤ : Hk

dR(M) ! Hk(M ;R) commutes both with pullbacks in cohomology, and
the connecting homomorphisms associated for cohomology theory. With all this
structure on  , a more remarkable result called de Rham ’s theorem follows:  ⇤ is
an isomorphism. That is, de Rham cohomology and smooth singular cohomology
are isomorphic:

Theorem 7.1 (de Rham). For every smooth manifold M and degree k,

 ⇤ : Hk

dR(M) �! Hk(M ;R)

[!] 7�! ([c] 7!
Z

c

!)

is an isomorphism of vector spaces.

Intuitively, the homotopy invariance of de Rham cohomology suggests that de
Rham cohomology is determined only by the topology of manifolds, rather than
their smooth structure as well. de Rham’s theorem gives us such a way to compute
de Rham cohomology with singular cohomology, a purely topological construction.

The proof given here is due to [Bredon, §V.9]. It is structured by the following
“induction principle”, a version of the Mayer-Vietoris argument due to the same
author.

Lemma 7.2. Let M be a manifold. To show that a statement P (U) on open subsets
U ✓M is true on M itself, it suffices to show that:

(1) P (U) is true for all U diffeomorphic to a convex subset of Rn,
(2) P (U), P (V ), and P (U \ V ) all imply P (U [ V ),
(3) For any disjoint collection of open sets {U

↵

}, P (U
↵

) for all ↵ implies
P (

S
U
↵

).

Proof. Proceed in two passes. We will first prove the result when M is diffeomorphic
to an open subset of Rn. (In fact, we will take M to be an open subset of Rn without
loss of generality.) Once this is done, we cover an arbitrary manifold with chart
domains and repeat the above proof with minor modifications.
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We begin by constructing a proper map f : M ! R. We can cover M by a
countable number of open sets with compact closures, and take {⇢

i

} to be partition
of unity subordinate to this cover. Then define f(x) =

P1
i=1 i⇢i(x), a locally finite

sum. A verification that f is indeed proper as constructed is given in [Lee, Prop.
2.28].

Now define A
n

= f�1[n, n+1], which is compact. By compactness, we can further
take U

n

to be the union of a finite cover of A
n

by convex open sets contained in
f�1(n� 1

2 , n+ 3
2 ). With these containments, all U

n

for n even are disjoint to each
other, and similarly for all n odd.

Then by (1), (2), and an induction argument, P (U) is true when U is the union
of a finite number of convex open subsets; in particular, P (U

n

) is true for all n.
By (3), P (U

even

) and P (U
odd

) hold, where U
even

=
S
U2n and U

odd

=
S

U2n+1

are both disjoint unions. Then U
even

\U
odd

=
S

i,j

(U2i\U2j+1) is a disjoint union,
where each U2i \ U2j+1 is a finite union of convex open sets. As shown above,
P (U2i \ U2j+1) then holds for all i, j, and hence P (U

even

\ U
odd

) holds by (3).
Finally, then, by (2), P (M) = P (U

even

[ U
odd

) is true.
As stated earlier, this completes the proof for M diffeomorphic to an open subset

of Rn. The result on arbitrary manifolds follows by covering an arbitrary manifold
with domains for charts and repeating the following proof; substituting “convex
open subset of Rn” with “open subset of Rn” as required. ⇤

With this, de Rham’s theorem – the culmination of this paper – follows in a straight-
forward manner from our machinery: the cohomology axioms and  ⇤’s commuta-
tivity properties.

Proof for Theorem 8.1, de Rham’s theorem. We show each of the previous lemma’s
conditions.

(1) By the homotopy axiom, any such U diffeomorphic to a convex open set
has the cohomology of {⇤}; and in both de Rham and singular theories this
is R for degree 0, and trivial at positive degrees. When k > 0,  ⇤ : 0! 0 is
immediately an isomorphism. For k = 0, since  ⇤ is a linear map, checking
that  ⇤ is not the zero map proves that  ⇤ is invertible. And in fact
 ⇤[1] = 1 on the constant 1 map.

(2) Recall that  ⇤ commutes with pullbacks and connecting homomorphisms.
This allows us to connect long Mayer-Vietoris sequences in de Rham and
smooth singular cohomology, and obtain a “commutative ladder”:

Hk�1
dR (U)�Hk�1

dR (V ) Hk�1
dR (U \ V ) Hk

dR(M) Hk

dR(U)�Hk

dR(V ) Hk

dR(U \ V )

Hk�1(U ;R)�Hk�1(V ;R) Hk�1(U \ V ;R) Hk(M ;R) Hk(U ;R)�Hk(V ;R) Hk(U \ V ;R)

j

⇤
V

�j

⇤
U

 ⇤

d

⇤

 ⇤  ⇤

i

⇤
j

⇤
V

�j

⇤
U

 ⇤  ⇤

j

⇤
V

�j

⇤
U �

⇤
i

⇤
j

⇤
V

�j

⇤
U

By a diagram lemma called the five lemma, the middle  ⇤ : Hk

dR(M)!
Hk(M ;R) is an isomorphism iff all of the other  ⇤ are isomorphisms; and
this is what we have assumed.

(3) By the additivity axiom and commutativity properties previously shown,
 ⇤ : Hk

dR(
F
U
↵

;R) ! Hk(
F
U
↵

;R) is an isomorphism iff the resulting
map on

d
Hk

dR(U↵

) ! d
Hk(U

↵

;R) is also an isomorphism. This is again
assumed.
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⇤
We finish by summarising all we have seen. Our two main results, de Rham’s

theorem and the equivalence of smooth singular to singular homology, show that all
three cohomology theories coincide on manifolds. We have relied heavily on axioms
and facts that encapsulate the smooth manifold theory, as well as homological
machinery that does the same for the algebra. However, we have not proved the
equivalence of all ordinary cohomology theories on manifolds: Stokes’ theorem on
chains gives an exta relation between the differentials of de Rham and singular
cohomology, and allows us to construct our cochain map  .

8. Epilogue: de Rham’s theorem, sheaf-theoretically

Yet we show that the relation given by integration between de Rham and singular
theory is not strictly needed. As promised, we end with an informal sketch of sheaf
theory, and a nonconstructive proof of de Rham’s theorem that it offers.

Begin by fixing a space X. The basic objects of study are presheaves of abelian
groups F on X, contravariant functors from the category of open subsets U ✓ X
and their inclusions V ,! U , to abelian groups F(U) called sections and maps
⇢
UV

: F(U) ! F(V ) called restrictions. To further say that F is a sheaf, we ask
that sections F(U) intuitively be “locally determined” by elements of F(U

i

) in an
open cover {U

i

}. To obtain the categories of presheaves and sheaves, (pre)sheaf
maps f : F ! G are then given by homomorphisms of sections f

U

: F(U)! G(U)
that commute with restrictions.

In this language, de Rham’s theorem follows by defining sheaves associated with
de Rham and singular theory, constructing exact sequences of such sheaves with
certain desirable properties, and then using them to compute the same sheaf coho-
mology of R, Hk(M,R); where R is a constant sheaf soon to be defined. Accord-
ingly, much of the sheaf theory we now sketch out is directed towards computing
sheaf cohomology, and further characterising exact sequences of sheaves. After this,
we will return to de Rham and singular theory to prove de Rham’s theorem.

Computing sheaf cohomology via resolutions. A standard approach to defin-
ing the sheaf cohomology of a sheaf involves constructing its Čech complex and tak-
ing its associated cohomology, analogously to de Rham and singular theory. We,
however, will want to consider complexes of sheaves associated with de Rham and
singular theory; and therefore construct sheaf cohomology via derived functors.

We first observe that sheaves from an abelian categorie, whose notion of exactness
we describe in the next section. Given an exact sequence of sheaves, one is then
led to ask whether “taking sections” of X via the global section functor �(X,�) def

=
F 7! F(X) gives an exact sequence of sections. In general, it does not. The functor
�(X,�) is not exact, but merely left exact – preserving exactness only in the first
two terms of a short exact sequence.

We measure �(X,�)’s failure to be exact by constructing its derived sheaf coho-
mology functors. We do so relative to any sheaf – in our case, R – by constructing
an injective resolution of R: an exact sequence with sheaves F i of the following
form:

0! R ,! F0 ! F1 ! . . .

We further ask that the sequence F0 ! F1 ! . . . forms a complex, and that the
sheaves F i are injective; here, though, we equivalently use flabby sheaves (whose
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restrictions are surjective), or acyclic sheaves (with trivial sheaf cohomology at
positive degrees, once constructed.) Both give isomorphic cohomology, as shown in
[Hartshorne, Prop II.1.2A, Remark III.2.5.1].

Continue by passing the above resolution through �(X,�). We obtain a complex
of abelian groups, possibly not exact:

0! R ,! F 0(X)! F 1(X)! . . .

Finally, we define the kth sheaf cohomology of R as the following derived functor,
the kth cohomology of the complex F⇤(X):

Hk(X,R) def
= Hk(�(X,F⇤)) = Hk(F⇤(X))

Importantly, we can talk about the sheaf cohomology of R, despite having a free
choice of the complex F⇤, precisely because we take the sheaves F i to be injective,
flabby, or acyclic.

Exact sequences of sheaves via stalks. Before we construct flabby and acyclic
resolutions respectively in de Rham and singular theory, we will need to characterise
exactness of sequences of sheaves. Some setup is required. Begin by constructing the
stalk F

x

of a (pre)sheaf at x 2M like so: take the disjoint union of sections F(U)
for all neighbourhoods U of x; and quotient out by taking two elements u 2 F(U),
v 2 F(V ) to be equivalent iff there exists a smaller neighbourhood W ✓ U \ V , on
which the restrictions of u and v are equal. Stalks inherit an abelian group structure
from their underlying sections; and, as a functorial construction, (pre)sheaf maps
f : F ! G induce homomorphisms of stalks f

x

: F
x

! G
x

, taking [x] for x 2 F(U)
to [f

U

(x)].
Finally, then, the sequence of sheaves F f�! G g�! H is exact iff, at every x 2

M , the corresponding sequence of stalks F
x

f

x�! G
x

g

x�! H
x

is exact. Expanding
definitions, we ask that on every neighbourhood U about x 2 M , an element of
im f

U

– the image of a section map – is in ker g
V

for a smaller neighbourhood
V ✓ U , and vice-versa.

Resolutions in de Rham and singular theory. We now restrict ourselves to
sheaves on smooth manifolds M to construct resolutions of R in de Rham and
singular theory, which give the same sheaf cohomology. First, we define R, the
constant sheaf taking open sets U ✓ M to groups of locally constant functions
U ! R.

In de Rham theory, R is exactly Z0(�). At other degrees k, ⌦k

def
= ⌦k(�) is

also a sheaf taking inclusions to restrictions of forms. These sheaves give a flabby
resolution with maps induced by the inclusion i : Z0(U) ,! ⌦0(U), and the exterior
derivative d : ⌦k(U)! ⌦k+1(U)

0! R i

⇤

,! ⌦0 d

⇤
�! ⌦1 ! . . .

This sequence is exact at ⌦k for k > 0 because Poincaré’s lemma allows us
to restrict any closed form to a contractible neighbourhood on which it is exact.
Further, the terms ⌦k are flabby. Any restriction of differential forms from U to
V ✓ U is surjective, since any form ! 2 ⌦k(V ) can be smoothly extended to ⌦k(U)
via applying an extension lemma to !’s coefficients ([Lee, Lemma 2.26]) on separate
chart domains, and combining with a partition of unity.
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Hence, this flabby resolution of R gives a computation of the sheaf cohomology
of R: Hk(M,R) ⇠= Hk(⌦⇤(M)). That is, the sheaf cohomology of R is isomorphic
to de Rham cohomology, despite having no a priori relation.

It remains to replay this argument in singular theory with an acyclic resolution
of R. Some subtleties, though, are involved. First, the construction Ck

def
= Ck(�;R)

taking inclusions to restrictions of sheaves does not give a sheaf, but is merely a
presheaf. Hence, a functorial construction that does yield a sheaf is the sheafification
Dk of Ck: the least “destructive” way of adding and removing sections to a presheaf
to obtain a sheaf. In particular, sheafification preserves stalks.

The corresponding acyclic resolution of R involves sheaf maps induced by i :
R ,! Ck(U ;R), and the differential � : Ck(U ;R)! Ck+1(U ;R):

0! R i

⇤

,! D0 �

⇤
�! D1 ! . . .

As with the previous sequence, exactness at Dk for k > 0 follows from exactness
of the presheaf sequence on Ck, with isomorphic stalks. Here, exactness follows from
the fact that the singular cohomology of a contractible neighbourhood is trivial,
again by the dimension and homotopy axioms. Similarly, the terms Dk are acyclic
– that is, Hk(D⇤(X)) for k > 0 – but we refer to [Nicolaescu, Prop 2.1] for the
details.

With this acyclic resolution of R, we conclude Hk(M,R) ⇠= Hk(D⇤(M)). The fi-
nal subtlety to consider is that Hk(D⇤(M)) ⇠= Hk(C⇤(M)), again shown in [Nicolaescu,
Prop 2.1]. But once this is done, de Rham’s theorem follows from the isomorphisms
of both de Rham cohomology ⌦⇤(M) and singular cohomology C⇤(M) with sheaf
cohomology Hk(M,R).

Why bother with this alternative proof? It does not explicitly construct an
isomorphism between de Rham and singular cohomology, but instead uses interme-
diate isomorphisms to the sheaf cohomology of R. This, in turn, we do not even
construct from first principles. Instead, passing through sheaf cohomology intro-
duces another “axis of freedom”: the sheaf R itself. By considering a more general
construction that encompasses both de Rham and singular cohomology, we obtain
a remarkable proof of de Rham’s theorem that uses even less smooth manifold the-
ory relative to pure algebra: no results on integrals, no passage through smooth
singular theory.
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